Cultural and Activity Newsletter September 2021

Dear visiting scholars,

We have compiled different events and activities for the next weeks.

We hope you enjoy them and we are happy to know any other suggestions from you, as well as we are looking forward to hear any possible feedback, if you managed to visit or undertake one of these offers:

**Natürlich Heidelberg**: Enjoy the rest of the summer with this programme that offers activities in the nature. In cooperation with several partners in Heidelberg and surroundings, the city of Heidelberg offers many different activities such as hiking in the woods, a kayak tours, or workshops on different topics. You can register online to the different activities. For more information click on following [link](#).

**Memorial day**: On september 12th, several historical monuments will open their doors for visitors. In that way you will be able to visit some of the most emblematic buildings in Heidelberg and obtain insights into the history of the city. You will find more information about the different buildings [here](#).

**Völkerkundemuseum**: The Museum of Ethnology currently hosts two temporary exhibitions: Dresscode shows how the different clothings all around the world not only served to protect against inconveniences of the environment, but also to strengthen regional identities, show social status or prove affiliation to a religious community. Ragamala paintings are one of the most popular forms of Indian miniature paintings. They represent visual sequences inspired by musical melodies.